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Abstract

Research of algorithmic fairness in machine learning (ML) has widely focused1

on datasets that explore criminal cases or credit loans. In this work, we present2

a work in progress that aims to take advantage of advances in health care and3

characterize ML fairness in-depth for the health domain. Our case study will focus4

on three datasets, including one large dataset from Brazil, and we intend to raise5

fairness concerns in these databases as well as identify misdiagnosis in patients6

with protected attributes. Finally, we aim at proposing solutions (in partnership7

with health care professionals) to mitigate problems related to ML unfairness.8

1 Introduction9

From smart assistants to cancer diagnostics, there is an increasing demand for machine learning (ML)10

algorithms in real-world applications. Such intelligent systems are being used in settings such as11

employment, credit lending and criminal justice [10, 13, 2]. With this increase in the ubiquity of12

intelligent systems in society, there is also a perpendicular increasing concern regarding the societal13

impact of ML algorithms. This rises from the the fact that decisions made with the support of such14

systems impact people’s lives, leading to increasing concerns on how ML affects society. Such15

concerns have led the machine learning community to currently focus on problems related to the16

fairness [3, 7, 16] of intelligent systems that exploit ML algorithms.17

Due to the relevance of fairness as a research topic nowadays, multiple metrics and processes to18

capture fairness have been recently proposed in the computer science literature [12, 17]. As a19

consequence, there is no clear agreement among researchers over a particular definition of fairness20

[5]. One popular line of thought is that fairness may be considered as the absence of algorithmic21

bias. However, how can we define bias? Should we use statistical or social definitions? To go from a22

societal notion to a metric using biases as a mediator, researchers are concerned with attributes (i.e.,23

input to a ML algorithm) from individuals or groups that do not accurately represent a population24

(e.g., under-representation of race, gender or other sensitive attributes in a dataset). This leads to the25

notion that fairness is concerned with some kind of group or individual parity. While at a first glance26

this may seem sufficient, with careful considerations we make the statement that representativeness is27

not enough (but is still important) to capture fairness in every domain.28

To make our arguments, consider two examples from the health-domain. Initially, diseases like skin29

cancer will naturally have a higher incidence rate towards people with lighter skin.1 Another example30

is breast or prostate cancer, where some genders are naturally more affected than others. Given these31

characteristics, it is not yet clear how researchers may quantify fairness in health care. One point of32

view is that when there is a causal relationship between a sensitive attribute (e.g., gender, ethnicity)33

and a disease, it is expected that the lack of representativeness will not be an issue. However, when34

such a causal notion is not present, then we may have a representation problem. It is important to35

1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5403065/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5403065/


understand this distinction since different outcomes by protected class may not be unfair depending36

on the task at hand (e.g., disease classification). Nonetheless, they would indeed be unfair if they37

result from suboptimal treatment decisions made in the past or the inability to follow-up treatment38

(e.g., due to geographical distance, monetary or transportation constraints) [6].39

Overall, we can conclude that dealing with fairness is a complex matter. On one hand, the accuracy40

of ML systems will depend on certain sensitive attributes. On the other hand, when these systems are41

used in decision making, biased decisions reinforce social and historical inequalities.42

Research goals: Motivated by the above discussion, our research focuses on the following research43

questions: RG1 - Raise fairness concerns in health datasets. As we have argued, the representativeness44

issue is complex in the medical domain. Yet, the use of sensitive attributes can not be ignored since45

they may preserve medical errors or overpass bias on predictions, which can put at risk patients’ lives46

[11, 15]. Following the work from [9] which investigated several databases and domains, our goal is47

to uncover inequalities in health data and raise fairness concerns. One example of such inequalities48

are diseases where miss-classification rates differ across demographic variables with no justifiable49

cause. RG2 - Understand classifiers and propose solutions. Under the assumption that the intelligent50

systems are used by health professionals, the accuracy of disease classifiers (e.g., for a case such51

as rheumatic fever) using sensitive human attributes or non-sensitive features (e.g., x-rays) will be52

compared. Our contribution from this evaluation is to understand whether sensitive attributes are53

essential for diagnosing certain diseases and propose solutions to mitigate problems related to the54

unfairness of a classifier following the approach of [18].55

Methodology: As our research employs data science and machine learning techniques, our initial56

methodology will be an exploratory data study of medical attributes considered sensitive. In light57

of recent laws that forbid the use of sensitive attributes on some applications, it’s critical to under-58

stand to what extent do sensitive features impact ML algorithms. For this exploratory phase, we59

will analyze the MIMIC-III database [8], the eICU Collaborative Research Database [14] and the60

Telehealth Network of Minas Gerais database [1]. As an outcome of this research step, an in-depth61

characterization of relationships between sensitive attributes and cardiac diseases (e.g, Coronary62

Artery disease) is expected. With this exploratory analysis we will follow up with an evaluation of63

ML algorithms (e.g., from classical choices such as Naive Bayes/Decision Trees to more novel Deep64

Learning approaches) focusing on misdiagnosis towards sensitive attributes. Next, we aim to work65

with health care professionals to understand if proposed mitigations [18] are sufficient.66

2 Related Work67

To this date, more than 30 definitions exist and each one has details and differences that make them68

difficult to co-exist in the same situation. For this reason, we investigated several definitions of69

fairness [5, 7, 12, 17]. In parallel with research focused on ML fairness, a digital transformation70

in terms of health care is also happening [4, 6, 15]. While healthcare, judicial systems, and credit71

loans may all benefit from ML, not every domain will share the same set of fairness concerns.72

Nevertheless, some common trends exist as the legal definition of protected groups. This refers73

to groups that suffered from biased experiences in the past and yet remain vulnerable to harm by74

incorrect predictions or withholding of resources [15].75

As stated, this work aim to understand ML fairness in-depth for the health domain. Our work will76

focus on two open datasets [14, 8]. Our study will also explore a dataset from the Telehealth Network77

of Minas Gerais [1], the first large dataset from a different demographic than the USA.78

3 Contributions79

As in previous work [7, 15, 18], the results from our research will be useful to comprehend if is80

possible to achieve and establish relevant fairness, both for health professionals and users. Overall,81

our research results may serve as a basis for a novel set of methodologies that need to be put in place82

when analyzing sensitive features from the health domain. This is particularly important in light of83

the recent laws (e.g., EU’s GDPR and Brazil’s LGPD) which regulate how such attributes may be84

stored and used by practitioners of the health domain. Our research also contributes by bridging85

findings from other spheres [9] to different application and cultural domains, something that our86

research also focuses on as we study data from Brazil.87
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